Difficulties with defining lymphoedema after axillary dissection for breast cancer.
Axillary lymph node dissection(AND) is a common treatment for breast cancer. An important side effect of the surgery is lymphoedema (LO). The primary aims of this study were to assess the local prevalence of LO in patients who had undergone AND and how the subjective symptoms described by patients compare with objective measurements. Secondary aims were to investigate the relationship between risk factors and the prevalence of LO and to establish an easy and convenient way to detect LO patients in surgical clinics. Eligible women after AND for breast cancer underwent three circumference measurements on the operated and non operated (control) arm. LO was defined as one or more measurements with an increase ≥7.5% than control after dominant arm correction. Questionnaires were used to assess severity of symptoms related to lymphoedema. 73 patients also had serial measurements in arms and change in arm volume in operated arm was calculated using Casley-Smith method and LO was defined as ≥20% increase in volume. 193 women with AND were analysed. Mean age was 61 years and mean time since surgery was 56 months. The overall prevalence of LO was 23.3%. LO prevalence by arm volume was 8.2%. Using volume as the standard, an arm circumference increase of ≥7.5% and ≥10% showed a sensitivity and specificity of 83% and 81%, and 66% and 89% respectively. Significant risk factors for LO were age, radiotherapy and infection to the operated arm Circumference measures are a simple office method of screening for LO. A patient history and ≥10% increase in any circumference is optimal for determining LO after AND.